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The Baltic Sea Area 1992 jervell s a report from europe s northern periphery
s 11 25 waever o the baltic sea region does it exist s 26 38 joenniemi p baltic
nordic relations prospects for future s 39 61 neumann i b from the nordic
region to what s 62 73 jonson l russia in the nordic region in the period of
change s 77 106 vozgrin v sankt petersburg as russia s northern capital s 107
119 cheredeev s economic development and reforms in the russian arctic
under transition to market economy s 120 129 vares p zhurjari o the foreign
policy on the baltic states s 133 141 kukk m estonia in transition reform or
restitution s 144 157 puga a latvia realities of the return to europe s 158 172
antanavicius k the lithuanian economy its present condition and the
necessary steps for its recovery s 173 179 gricius a how far is lithuania from
scandinavian countries and contemporary europe s 180 196 vilkas e lithuania
interlink of west europe and russia s 197 206 tunander o the strategic
significance of the nordic baltic region s 211 229 visuri p the changing
political and military status of the baltic region s 230 238
The Baltic 2006-05-18 in this history of the peoples and nations surrounding
the baltic sea we pass through the legendary castles of elsinore and
halsingborg to enter a unique landscape and culture historian alan palmer
traces the history of the baltic region from its early viking days and its time
under the byzantine empire through its medieval prime when the baltic sea
served as one of europe s central trading grounds palmer addresses both the
strong nationalist sentiments that have driven baltic culture and the early
attempts at baltic unification by sweden and russia the baltic also dissects the
politics and culture of the region in the twentieth century when it played
multiple historic roles it was the eastern front in the first world war the
setting of early uprisings in the russian revolution a land occupied by the
nazis during the second world war and until very recently a region
dominated by the soviets book jacket
The Baltic States and the Problem of the Freedom of the Baltic Sea 1943 in
this key textbook andres kasekamp masterfully traces the development of
estonia latvia and lithuania from the northern crusades against europe s last
pagans and lithuania s rise to become one of medieval europe s largest states
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to their incorporation into the russian empire and the creation of their
modern national identities employing a comparative approach a particular
emphasis is placed upon the last one hundred years during which the baltic
states achieved independence endured occupation by the soviet union and
nazi germany and transformed themselves into members of the european
union this is an essential textbook for undergraduate students taking modules
on eastern or central european history communism and post communism the
soviet union or baltic culture and politics engaging and accessible this is also
an ideal introduction to the baltic states for general readers
A History of the Baltic States 2017-10-26 the baltic states of estonia latvia and
lithuania are thriving after hundreds of years of german colonization
numerous wars of conquest and demographic russification their cultures have
survived perhaps through a conscious effort to sustain many of their most
ancient customs and traditions though the baltic states are responding to
modern and postmodern international trends contemporary developments in
the region s cultural life are part of an ongoing conversation about the way in
which the balts understand their histories destinies and national identities this
timely overview of the reemerging states portrays the estonians latvians and
lithuanians as they see themselves through a historical lens the baltic states of
estonia latvia and lithuania are thriving after hundreds of years of german
colonization numerous wars of conquest and demographic russification their
cultures have survived perhaps through a conscious effort to sustain many of
their most ancient customs and traditions though the baltic states are
responding to modern and postmodern international trends contemporary
developments in the region s cultural life are part of an ongoing conversation
about the way in which the balts understand their own histories destines and
national identities this timely overview of the reemerging states portrays the
estonians latvians and lithuanians as they see themselves through a historical
lens the approach in each of the topical chapters is to generalize what is
common among the three states and then to focus on each country in turn
chapters on the land people and history religion marriage family gender and
education holidays cuisine and leisure activities language folklore and
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literature media and cinema performing arts and art are a superb introduction
to the baltics and to the unique aspects of the countries lithuania s culture has
been heavily influenced by poland and the capital vilnius was a thriving
center of jewish learning until the nazi years latvia is the most ethnically
diverse and russian influenced estonia sees itself as a european country
indeed scandinavian
Culture and Customs of the Baltic States 2006-03-30 introduces the reader to
baltic issues in general recounts the history of the baltic peoples relying on
archaeological sources provides an objective linguistic history and a
description of the baltic languages and provides original and fresh insights
into mythology in the ancient history of the baltic peoples
Foreword to the Past 1999-01-01 this work is primarily about the land naval
and air operations that took place in and around the baltic sea from 1918 1945
because this book is about military campaigns the author has not touched on
matters such as the holocaust and its effects on the populations of the baltic
region nor except in passing the atrocities inflicted on civilians by both sides
during the years 1941 to 1945 which have been well documented elsewhere
introd
Battle of the Baltic 2007 updating the popular 2003 first edition this book is a
narrative history of the baltic states with particular focus on the events of the
20th and 21st centuries the baltic states estonia latvia and lithuania were
granted independence from the soviet union in 1991 since then the three
countries have struggled with sluggish economies tensions with russia and
government corruption this extensively updated second edition of a well
regarded reference illuminates the events of the last decade including the
acceptance of all three nations into the european union in 2004 although it
concentrates on the 20th and 21st centuries the wide ranging work covers
major historical currents that have swept through europe from the age of the
crusades through two world wars and into modern times updates include
events that have occurred since 2003 such as the area s declining birth rates
and inflation problems that led to the european union denying the adoption
of the euro in lithuania a new chapter entitled the totalitarian experience
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1940 1953 focuses specifically on the major tragedies of the 20th century the
baltic states loss of independence their conquest by nazi germany the
holocaust and the horrors of the first years of soviet rule historical
controversies concerning world war ii and the soviet era are also addressed
additionally the notable figures section has been updated the bibliography
now includes many electronic resources and photographs have been added
The History of the Baltic States 2015-06-04 since the end of the cold war
there has been an increased interest in the baltics the baltic states brings
together three titles estonia latvia and lithuania to provide a comprehensive
and analytical guide integrating history political science economic
development and contemporary events into one account since gaining their
independence each country has developed at its own pace with its own
agenda and facing its own obstacles the authors examine the tensions
accompanying a post communist return to europe after the long years of
separation and how each country has responded to the demands of becoming
a modern european state estonia was the first of the former soviet republics to
enter membership negotiations with the european union in 1988 and is a
potential candidate for the next round of eu expansion in 2004 lithuania and
latvia have also expressed their desire for future membership of nato and the
eu
The Baltic States 2013-11-05 this book is the first to highlight the importance
of the baltic region in the approach to war in 1939 amid the welter of
publications on the origins of the second world war none has sought hitherto
to focus on the baltic region where peace finally and irrevocably broke down
central strategic and international issues of the interwar years are thus
illuminated from a fresh perspective by a distinguished team of specialists
that includes a number of native baltic historians the themes discussed by the
contributors acquired renewed relevance as the baltic republics asserted their
rejection of incorporation within the soviet union following the nazi soviet
pact of 1939 the baltic and the outbreak of the second world war makes an
important contribution to the perennial debate on the immediate causes of
the conflict and should interest specialists in a variety of fields within
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international relations modern european and diplomatic history
The Baltic and the Outbreak of the Second World War 2003-01-30 the baltic
story recounts the shared history of the countries around the baltic from the
events of a thousand years ago to the present day
The Vikings of the Baltic 1875 the worst maritime disaster ever occurred
during world war ii when more than 9 000 german civilians drowned it
went unreported january 1945 the outcome of world war ii has been
determined the third reich is in free fall as the russians close in from the east
berlin plans an eleventh hour exodus for the german civilians trapped in the
red army s way more than 10 000 women children sick and elderly pack
aboard the wilhelm gustloff a former cruise ship soon after the ship leaves
port and the passengers sigh in relief three soviet torpedoes strike it inflicting
catastrophic damage and throwing passengers into the frozen waters of the
baltic more than 9 400 perished in the night six times the number lost on the
titanic yet as the cold war started no one wanted to acknowledge the sinking
drawing on interviews with survivors as well as the letters and diaries of
those who perished award wining author cathryn prince reconstructs this
forgotten moment in history she weaves these personal narratives into a
broader story finally giving this wwii tragedy its rightful remembrance
The Baltic Story 2019-04-15 estonia latvia and lithuania at the end of the cold
war politics of history in russia gorbachev perestroika and glasnost atheism
and informal social networks soviet cultural diplomacy danish diplomacy and
the baltic question normalization regime in czechoslovakia baltic diasporas use
of force and the coup d état in the ussr in 1991 security narratives in the
1990s
New Masters of the Baltic 1921 this is the most up to date narrative history of
estonia latvia and lithuania providing readers with an ideal starting point for
research on the area
The Baltic Way to Freedom 2005 in the late middle ages and the early
modern period northern europe was a crucible of political maritime and
economic activity ships from ports all around the baltic sea as well as from the
low countries plied the baltic waters triggering market integration migration
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flows nautical innovations and the dissemination of cultural values this
archival guide is an essential research tool for scholars studying these baltic
connections providing descriptions of almost 1000 archival collections
concerning trade shipping merchants commodities diplomacy finances and
migration in the years 1450 1800 these rich and varied sources kept at more
than 100 repositories in denmark estonia finland germany latvia lithuania the
netherlands poland russia and sweden are herewith collected for the first
time
Death in the Baltic 2013-04-09 the baltic region is frequently neglected in
broader histories of europe and its international significance can be obscured
by separate treatments of the various baltic states with this wide ranging
survey andrejs plakans presents an integrated history of three baltic peoples
estonians latvians and lithuanians and draws out the common threads to show
how it has been shaped by their location in a strategically desirable corner of
europe subordinated in turn by baltic german landholders the polish nobility
and gentry and then by russian and soviet administrators the three nations
have nevertheless kept their distinctive identities significantly retaining
three separate languages in an ethnically diverse region the book traces the
countries evolution from their ninth century tribal beginnings to their
present status as three thriving and separate nation states focusing
particularly on the region s complex twentieth century history which
culminated in the eventual re establishment of national sovereignty after
1991
Letters from the Shores of the Baltic 1844 russian foreign policy has become
an increasing concern in 21st century together with russia s relations with its
former soviet neighbours but its relations with the baltic states are
particularly sensitive given the baltic membership of nato and the eu and
russia s increasingly fractious relations with those institutions this book
discusses the development of russia s approach to the new security
architecture in europe and assesses the prospects for a more active
engagement of russia in the baltic sea region and europe as a whole the book
considers the full range of issues affecting security including energy
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economic relations the special position of russia s kaliningrad enclave and
russia s special interest in the russian minorities in the former soviet baltic
states the evolution of russian baltic relations from 1990 2008 is set in the
more general context of russia s european agenda looking into the role and
place of the baltic states in this agenda it provides a comparative analysis of
the european agenda in of russia s foreign policy under boris yeltsin vladimir
putin and dmitry medvedev and concludes that despite the replacement of
the former cold war stand off with a more positive climate and a complicated
array of bilateral and multilateral contacts much more still needs to be done to
engage russia fully with the new europe
The Baltic States and the End of the Cold War 2018 excerpt from the baltic its
gates shores and cities with a notice of the white sea conquest by the russians
constitution territorial divisions population the fins finnish poetry
introduction of christianity province of viborg st michael and kqio province
of nyland lovisa borga helsingfors and sveaborg baro sound ekness abo mama
islands christmas at kumlinge bomar sund v vasa gamla carleby uleaborg
brahestadt torne page 299 about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks
com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten
books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
Baltic Sea History 2019 the baltic sea region at the crossroads between east
and west north and south has long been marked by cultural ethnical and
ideological borders overcoming a history of conflict and separation since the
end of the cold war the countries surrounding the baltic sea established
widely valued formats of regional cooperation based on shared challenges and
opportunities in comparison with larger regions however the baltic sea area
is still a blank spot on the global map this volume s intention is to fill this spot
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with colour and facts it provides students young researchers and other
interested parties with basic knowledge of the region the volume offers a
comprehensive introduction into its history politics economy and culture
taking into account the various countries commonalities and differences by
introducing concepts of regionalism and region building as well as analysing
the structures of regional cooperation the authors and editors demonstrate the
baltic sea area s model function as a european macro region back cover
Problems of the Baltic 1940 the baltic sea is unique with regard to its
geography climate and environment its uniqueness is also reflected in policy
and governance the book examines the regulation of the baltic sea from
different perspectives including navigation the protection of the marine
environment fisheries marine scientific research and future challenges for
the law of the sea in the baltic sea the book thus also represents a maritime
case study of how international european and national laws interact in the
baltic sea region
The History of the Baltic States 2003 this book traces the development of the
political institutions electoral systems parties civil society economic and social
policies and foreign affairs of the three baltic states of estonia latvia and
lithuania over the last quarter century
Baltic Connections 2007 winner of the early slavic studies association 2018
book prize this volume offers a novel trans regional vision of viking age 9th
11th century cultural and political contacts between scandinavia and the
eastern coasts of the baltic sea using predominantly archaeological evidence
combined with historical sources topography and logistical considerations
A Concise History of the Baltic States 2011-02-24 this book reports about the
results of a special symposium the baltic sea basin held on august 11 2008
within the frame of the 33rd igc at oslo norway in order to foster the
understanding of the baltic basin as a unit in terms of genesis structure
ongoing processes and utilization it is the first time that in a joint publication
scientists from different disciplines give a comprehensive overview about
the baltic sea basin in such a general sense the book will be used not only by
students and scientist but also by engineers and decision makers from
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industry and politics summarizing the state of the art in the investigation of
the baltic sea basin but also in the resource utilisation of the basin the book
will enhance the development of new monitoring strategies and technical
device design including satellite observation methods the establishment of
international research laboratories innovative topics for interdisciplinary
research projects etc
Russia's European Agenda and the Baltic States 2009-12-16 a saga spanning a
thousand years central to the story of europe we pass through the legendary
castles of elsinore and halsingborg to enter the baltic world from early viking
days and then under the byzantine empire the baltic was always much more
than europe s backwater and in medieval times the area was an important
trading ground each individual country developed separately but then in the
late 17th and early 18th centuries came the sole attempt to create a unified
baltic empire based in sweden however with the rise of russian influence
this came apart and russia expanded her empire in the region annexing
finland to be followed by the prussianising of the polish provinces great
national sentiment grew in all baltic states and a high cultural level was
achieved both musically and in literature
The Baltic 2016-09-13 first published in 1993 how is it possible for the three
tiny baltic republics to gain their freedom from the soviet union without a
single shot being fired or a single stone thrown at the oppressor the topic of
this book is the implosion of the soviet empire it tells the parallel stories of
how the three baltic republics of estonia latvia and lithuania struggled
successfully to gain their freedom and how the policies pursued by mikhail
gorbachev served to mobilize and politicize baltic demands particular
emphasis is placed on unintended consequences that resulted from repeated
interventions by moscow the authors develop a loose theoretic framework
for the examination of this critical struggle the study starts by developing the
analytical tools and then proceeds to outline as background the most salient
features of gorbachev s reform programme and of the history of the baltic
states the core of the analysis is then presented in three chapters devoted to
three consecutive stages in the game the first shows how strategies on both
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sides were initially formulated in consensus in the second it is shown how
consensus transformed into pure conflict and in the third all actors are
seeking to escape general collapse the main conclusion points at the absence of
politics in the soviet system as a main cause of its self destruction
The Baltic Sea Region: A Comprehensive Guide 2017-09-15 seminar paper
from the year 2005 in the subject politics international politics region eastern
europe grade 1 0 university of latvia department of political science course
politics and policy in baltic states 16 entries in the bibliography language
english abstract the paper will be divided in two main parts the first part is
about the structures and the functions of the eu institutions this presentation
will be focused on three institutions of the eu the european commission the
council of the european union and the european parliament due to the fact
that this institutional triangle produces the policies and laws that apply
throughout the eu any of these institutions will be introduced in an own
subchapter by explaining their composition procedures and functions
important to mention is that the council of the european union should not to
be confused with the council of europe an organisation separate from the eu
with a wider membership or with the european council the meeting of the
heads of state and government of the eu together with members of the
commission archer 2000 44 in the following the terms council and council of
ministers are only used as synonyms for the council of the european union
the presentation of the institutions of the eu will be followed by an overview
about the eu accession procedures of the three baltic states this chapter will be
introduced by a short description of the official regulations to become a
member of the eu more precisely a description of the eight stages to eu these
mentioned backgrounds are essential for the following second part of the
paper the empirical analyse of the attitudes of the baltic population to the
european union it is mainly based on aggregate data of several editions of the
eurobarometer which will be introduced in an own section other also on
aggregate data based surveys are used if they show significant different
results or if they contain some
The Baltic States 1938 this elibron classics title is a reprint of the original
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edition published by longman brown green and longmans in london 1854
The Baltic Sea and the Law of the Sea - Finnish Perspectives 2019-02 the
following commentaries regard the edition of latvian dainas and vedic hymns
published in latvian this monograph presents a broadened scope and
discussion of baltic and vedic languages
Comparative Politics and Government of the Baltic States 2015-03-17
beermann rené 919498
In Austrvegr: The Role of the Eastern Baltic in Viking Age Communication
across the Baltic Sea 2018-05-15 from the middle of the sixteenth century to
the end of the eighteenth cetury the baltic sea was the scene of frequent
conflicts between the powers that surrounded it as the fortunes in the
struggle changed so did the composition of opposing alliances and the identity
of the leading participants not only were the littoral states concerned by the
outcome other european states were anxious thoughout the period with what
went on in the baltic where the emergence of one dominant power could be
potentially dangerous and where many had important commercial interests
stewart oakley makes clear the causes and course of the conflicts and explains
the varying fortunes of the participants it traces the emergence of sweden
poor as it was in resources as the leading power in the area in the early
seventeenth century the early unsuccessful attempts by the muscovite state
to break through to the sea the eventual collapse of sweden s empire at the
beginning of the eighteenth century and final emergence of russia as the
leading player on the stage the main part of the work ends with the failure
of sweden s final attempt to regain something of its former status the
subsequent fortunes of the area are described briefly
The Baltic Sea Basin 2011-04-15
The Destiny of the Baltic Entente 1994
Northern Shores 2005
The Baltic States and the End of the Soviet Empire 2018-05-01
The Baltic States as Members of the European Union - An Analysis of the
Public Opinion to EU Membership in the Baltic Region 2007-11
The Baltic, its gates, shores, and cities; with a notice of the White Sea
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1999-01-01
The Origin of the Baltic and Vedic Languages 2011-04-13
The Sovietization of the Baltic States, 1940-1956 2003
Regional Identity Under Soviet Rule 1990
War and Peace in the Baltic, 1560-1790 2005-06-28
Reminiscences of the Baltic Fleet of 1855 1894
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